1 . We associate to an abelian group A the inverse local diagram .C(A) :---{rp : A (p ) -> A é , where A (p) is the p-localization of A an d rp rationalizes . Specializing a result of [7] , we see that the natural ma p c : A ---} l lim ,C(A) is an isomorphism if and only if A has torsion at onl y finitely many primes .
S upported by NSERC of Canad a 2 Partially supported by NSERC of Canada II . We associate to an abelian group A the inverse local syste m £S(A) := {A 0 -> (HA () )~4---(HA () )} . A result of [5] says that the natural map c : A -> l { im ,CS(A) is always an isomorphism . _ Using results like I and II to obtain information about A has a lon g tradition ; see [4] , [6] , [10] . However, our foundation in I is much stronge r than its counterpart in earlier expositions where the abelian group A i s assumed to be finitely generated . As a consequence we obtain new insigh t into some old questions related to the notion of the "genus" of a group .
We define the .C-genus of a group A to consist of all isomorphis m classes of groups B with £(A)
,C (B) .
Thus the .C -genus measure s the extent to which the local data in .C(A) fail to determine A uniquely .
In section 3, we show how the ,C-genus can be calculated in terms o f invariants familiar from homological algebra .
If we compare the recovery results I and II we see that the extent t o which the local data determine a group depends crucially on the mean s used to splice the local data together . In section 6 we explain the relationship between the categories of local systems and local diagrams . In particular we explain which additional structural ingredient makes local systems a more powerful recovery tool than local diagrams .
Closely related to localization at a prime p is p-completion . In fact , both processes have the same kernel but completion has a more structure enhancing quality. We carry out a similar development for completion s as well . Then we show that the categories of local systems and complet e systems are isomorphic .
Many of our methods and results can be extended in severa" directions .
Firstly, to nilpotent groups and, secondly to algebras over a Dedekind domain . In section 7 we indicate, without proof, the nature of suc h extensions to Dedekind domains .
O . Preliminaries
We begin by collecting the necessary definitions and properties of Plocalization of groups . For details, see [3] , [4] A homomorphism of nilpotent groups e : G~H is said to P-localiz e if and only if (i) H is a P-local group ; i .e . for every prime p P, the functio n H h~--~ h P E H is a bijection ; (u) the kernel of e consists of all those torsion elements of G whose arder has no divisior in P ;
(iii) for every h E H there exists an integer n with no divisor in P such that hn E im(e) .
Given G, the P-localizing homomorphism e : G~H is completel y determined by P . So we write ep : G~G . The functor G Gp is exact and idempotent . Moreover, ep has a nonincreasing effect on the order of nilpotency of a given group . Every homomorphism fro m G to a P-local group factors uniquely through ep . This is called the universal property of P-localization . In particular, if P C Q then e p factors uniquely through e Q .
We turn to formal completions as introduced by Sullivan [9] . Proof The monomorphism part follows from (u) in section o and i s well known ; see e .g . [6] . We investigate the cokernel of i using the commutative diagram below . 
The claim foliows because n / 7L (p ) is a Q-module . For A^/A, the same method applied to
shows that AA /A is a rational vector space . ■ Let K = ker (f ) . This is a rational vector space . So we get a splitting A = K e, A l , and the restriction of f to A 1 is an isomorphism to im (f ) . Now pick n~1 and a ' E A such that na = r A (a' ) . This yield s 
Thus nb E im ( f) and, hence, b E im ( f) ; otherwise coker ( f) is not torsion free . So b = f ( a l), far some a 1 E A l . On the other hand , (u) Ao is a rational vector space ; (iii) for each prime p, rp : Ap -> Ao rationalizes .
The £-diagrams form a category ,CAZ3 . "Inverse limit" is a covariant functor ,C,AB -> AB : it is right adjoint to the functor AB -> £AB which sends an abelian group A to the £-diagram £(A) := {LA ---} L0 A} . . In this section we relate the genus o f an abelian group to invariants familiar from homological algebra.
Let T[A] be the direct sum of the torsion subgroups T[A p ] of Ap an d denote the product of the T[Ap ] by II[A] = l l im {T[AP ] -> Ao} . Set O[A] = l < im{Ap /T[AP ] -> Ao} . Then the following hold (i) The sequence II[A] ~ A --» O[A] is exact. (ii) An abelian group A belongs to the G-gens of A if and only if
there is a commutative diagram with exact rows .
Proof: All claims pertaining to the top two rows of the diagram ar e special cases of 7 .2 in [7] . We sketch the argument for completeness ' sake . 
.4 . Corollary. An £-diagram A is realizable if and only if A satisfies condition 3.2(*) . ■
The information pertaining to the .C-genus, which is encoded in the Hom -Ext sequence aboye, can be reinterpreted "geometrically" using an analogy with principie bundle classification . Let us consider all abelian groups whose torsion subgroup is a fixed group T . Associated with T is the universal T-extension oT~II-> o where II is the product of the p-prirnary subgroups of T .
.5 . Theorem . Suppose the abelian groups A and A ' have torsio n extensions o --* T >---> A -94 ,0 ---4 o

D-}T>----> A'--» 0 --} p
Then A The remainder of this section will be devoted to proving 6 .1 . All th e functors giving these equivalences preserve the f-subcategories . So 6 .1 .ii i will follow from the fact that ,AB f £ f , which is a corollary of 3 .2 .
Proof of 6.1 : We know that AB £S * , by 5 .3 . Also AB '1-2 Cs* by 5 .6 . 
